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Simple Summary: Precision oncology is gaining a great deal of interest as it aims to administer
the right drug to the right patient at the right moment, overcoming the classical paradigm of “one
drug fits all”. Molecular tumor boards (MTBs) are multidisciplinary groups instituted to formulate
the most up-to-date therapeutical or diagnostic indication for cancer patients performing genomic
analyses. Unfortunately, MTBs must face many issues in applying the indications formulated and
only a small percentage of patients effectively receives the targeted treatment. In this review, we aim
to describe the most common issues that impede the implementation of MTB indications and the
solutions that have been developed.

Abstract: Considering the rapid improvement of cancer drugs’ efficacy and the discovery of new
molecular targets, the formulation of therapeutical indications based on the multidisciplinary ap-
proach of MTB is becoming increasingly important for attributing the correct salience to the targets
identified in a single patient. Nevertheless, one of the biggest stumbling blocks faced by MTBs
is not the bare indication, but its implementation in the clinical practice. Indeed, administering
the drug suggested by MTB deals with some relevant difficulties: the economical affordability and
geographical accessibility represent some of the major limits in the patient’s view, while bureaucracy
and regulatory procedures are often a disincentive for the physicians. In this review, we explore the
current literature reporting MTB experiences and precision medicine clinical trials, focusing on the
challenges that authors face in applying their therapeutical indications. Furthermore, we analyze and
discuss some of the solutions devised to overcome these difficulties to support the MTBs in finding
the most suitable solution for their specific situation. In conclusion, we strongly encourage regula-
tory agencies and pharmaceutical companies to develop effective strategies with medical centers
implementing MTBs to facilitate access to innovative drugs and thereby allow broader therapeutical
opportunities to patients.

Keywords: molecular tumor board; precision oncology; targeted therapy; drug accessibility; can-
cer; oncology

1. Introduction

Advancing oncology research to ultimately introduce novel effective treatments is still
an urgent need, since cancer is among the leading causes of death worldwide. In this setting,
a key role has emerged in recent years for precision medicine, namely the customization of
treatment to a patient’s and a tumor’s characteristics. Precision medicine approaches are
significantly expanding their applications in oncology, with next generation sequencing
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(NGS) being a diagnostic tool that has become part of oncologists’ armamentarium to
better describe a specific tumor’s characteristics and to define paths towards personalized
cancer therapies. In depth, molecular tumor profiling helps in recognizing druggable gene
alterations and identifying those eventually conferring resistance to anticancer therapies or
a predisposition to treatment-related toxicities [1]. Nevertheless, the interpretation of NGS
results and the formulation of the most appropriate therapeutical indication according to
the most recent evidence requires the combined effort of different healthcare professionals,
as the treating oncologist must manage a variable spectrum of molecular tests, provided by
different commercial services or academical institutions [2]. For instance, Foundation One
CDx is a largely used NGS panel including 324 cancer-related genes to be performed on a
tissue sample [3]; the same company also developed a liquid biopsy test, the Foundation
One Liquid CDx [4]. Caris Molecular Intelligence is another comprehensive genomic
profiling service that includes a large variety of cancer genes and other histotype-specific
biomarkers and demonstrated its validity in a clinical setting [5].

To face the complexity of precision oncology, molecular tumor boards (MTBs) have
been founded and are spreading among different institutions worldwide [6]. MTBs are
multidisciplinary meetings during which multiple professionals (i.e., medical oncologists,
pathologists, geneticists, pharmacologists, molecular biologists, bio-informaticians, etc.)
share their expertise to discuss NGS reports and integrate these data with a patient’s clinical
history. Their main purpose is to ultimately identify available therapies matched to the
single patient’s tumor profile and to address other management needs (i.e., the need for
genetic consultation or further testing) [7].

During MTBs, all molecular findings are discussed and classified according to the
most up-to-date evidence to distinguish benign or neutral alterations from pathogenic
ones, even confirmed or likely. For this purpose, different online databases are available,
including ClinVar [8], Cosmic [9], or OncoKB [10]. In particular, OncoKB is the first somatic
mutation archive approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [11].

In addition, due to the broader role of immunotherapy in cancer treatment, other
relevant aspects to be considered are signatures, such as tumor mutational burden (TMB),
identified by NGS, and the presence of mismatch repair deficiency (dMMR)/microsatellite
instability (MSI-H), evaluated both by NGS or by immunohistochemistry (IHC). In fact, for
tumors with MSI-H/dMMR and/or with a TMB > 10 Mutations/Megabase, immunother-
apy with PD1-inhibitors represents a therapeutical choice, according to the FDA agnostic
approval of pembrolizumab or dostarlimab [12,13].

Once all the molecular data have been annotated and integrated with the patient’s on-
cological and non-oncological history, it is possible to frame a therapeutic recommendation
by classifying potential targets in relation to the clinical evidence of its utility, according to
specific scales (i.e., the ESMO (European Society of Medical Oncology) Scale for Clinical
Actionability of molecular Targets, ESCAT [14]; or the joint consensus recommendation,
JCR [15]).

The MTB letter output is usually a report signed by all the different professionals
attending the meeting and it should contain information regarding:

1. The collection of the relevant parties’ informed consent;
2. The patient’s clinical data (comorbidities, ongoing therapies, and the presence of

target lesions according to RECIST 1.1 criteria) [16];
3. NGS data and all other molecular findings (i.e., polymerase chain reaction, PCR;

fluorescent in situ hybridization, FISH; IHC);
4. The databases utilized to annotate the pathogenicity of each molecular alteration found;
5. The need for genetic counselling;
6. The final recommendations with the relative levels of evidence;
7. The availability of clinical trials in which the patient can be enrolled and the informa-

tion regarding enrolling centers or whether there is any open expanded access program;
8. The relevant bibliography utilized.
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Of note, the MTB report is not yet structured nor standardized across various institu-
tions, as with some pathology reports [7]. So far, the most investigated cancers in MTBs
are represented by rare tumors—with sarcomas being the most common histotype [7]. In
general, MTBs are a resource that is commonly employed in an advanced setting: when
patients generally have no further standard of care therapies available. Moreover, among
the most common alterations discussed in MTBs are TP53, KRAS, and PIK3CA gene muta-
tions [17,18].

Although the results from prospective trials are still scarce, with the only randomized
controlled phase II trial (SHIVA) showing no added benefit from MTB-based molecularly
targeted agents [19], data from a systematic review by Larson et al. confirmed that MTB-
recommended therapies resulted in slightly improved clinical outcomes, although with
great variability in the response rates [20]. Single institutions are evaluating MTBs’ impact
based on their experience; however, the real value of MTBs should be weighted not only at
the patient’s or single institution’s level but also considering the entire scientific community.

2. Issues in Applying MTB Output

One of the most important questions after the MTB discussion is to find the best way
to apply the formulated indications. Firstly, the global MTB turnaround time, defined
as the time necessary for genomic testing and for MTB output, should be maintained
within a reasonable period (Luchini et al. proposed 28 days [7]) to avoid the worsening
of clinical conditions that could impede the patient’s enrollment. Furthermore, if the
turnaround time is so elevated that the patient cannot await the therapeutical indication
without starting a new line of therapy, the MTB output could consequently be outdated in
its application in the subsequent lines. According to the systematic review of Luchini et al.,
the mean turnaround time for MTBs was 38.4 days for the analyzed studies, with an
elevated variability among them [7]. Nevertheless, the global MTB turnaround time
strictly depends upon the turnaround time of the molecular testing, which is progressively
shortening. For instance, Foundation One, which is one of the most employed commercial
NGS services, reduced its turnaround time from the 15 days (range 7–30 days) reported in
2014 to the guaranteed less than 12 days since the specimen’s arrival for the Foundation
One CDx test [3,21]. Hopefully, this time will reduce increasingly further as NGS testing
spreads in clinical practice. Moreover, MTB-specific turnaround time can be shortened by
implementing new approaches instead of the classical in-person meetings at fixed dates.
For instance, a virtual MTB showed an excellent turnaround time from the data entry
to the MTB output of 4 days, improved within 4 years of the project’s development [22].
Considering these data, it is not a utopian suggestion that in the near future a less than
15-day turnaround time could be reached.

Apart from the turnaround time, the economical aspect very often plays a central
role in the application of the therapeutical indication of the MTB. In fact, not infrequently,
the indication is an off-label utilization of drugs approved in different cancer types or
not approved by the regulatory agency of the patient’s country. For instance, 74% of the
indications formulated in the Comprehensive Cancer Center of Freiburg MTB were off-
label treatments [23], and many other cancer centers reported their experiences with many
indications being off-label [24,25]. Nevertheless, according to the ESMO recommendations
for the use of NGS, the ESMO “recommends using off-label drugs matched to genomics
only if an access program and a procedure of decision have been developed at the national
or regional level” [26].

Considering that targeted therapies are usually innovative molecules with elevated
prices, only few patients can afford to pay out of their own pockets. A prospective cost study
of the MOSCATO trial showed that the global cost of the molecular-guided therapy was
€31,269 per patient, with anticancer drugs concurring for 54% of amount [27]. Therefore,
this kind of indication very often remains unapplied in the absence of a clinical trial, an
expanded access, or a compassionate use program through which the patient can obtain
the drug.
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Nevertheless, even when a clinical trial could be suitable for the patient, geographical,
economic, or social difficulties can impede the enrolment.

For example, clinical trials are usually not distributed uniformly on the territory,
leading to difficulties in the enrolment of cancer patients that do not have a specific trial
near their domicile [28–30]. This problem arises from underlying economic, social, and
cultural disparities between patients, allowing only highly motivated patients to travel,
and with more resources required to be enrolled within a clinical trial. According to a
2007 survey, only 37% of cancer patients would be willing to travel to be enrolled in a
clinical trial in the USA [31]. Further evidence highlighting the disparities present in access
to clinical trials can be derived from an Indian study showing a significant inter-state
difference [30].

3. Role of Pharmaceutical Companies

Pharmaceutical companies play a key and progressively more relevant role in di-
recting pharmacological research and subsequently in providing the chance to receive a
specific treatment matched with a patient’s molecular alteration. This role is highlighted by
the progressive increase of cancer drugs’ approval in the last decades, passing from the
41 drugs approved in the 1990–1999 decade to the 105 approved between 2010 and 2019 [32].
Concomitantly, the drug-related costs for health systems and for patients increased [33].
In fact, a retrospective study highlighted how the annual revenue from cancer drugs of
10 big pharmaceutical companies increased by around 70% ($55.8 billion to $95.1 billion)
from 2010 to 2019, while non-cancer-related drugs’ revenue decreased by 18% [34]. Overall,
this pharma-driven research model risks side-lining clinicians and their specific relation-
ships with the patients and nourishes a vicious circle that may progressively set aside the
academic and spontaneous research into the economic logic underlying drug development.

In this framework, conducting a clinical trial is becoming increasingly expensive and
the sponsorship of pharmaceutical companies is often needed to effectively develop new
drugs that could have an impact on the outcome of cancer patients. A study evaluating the
estimated costs of pivotal clinical trials leading to the FDA-approval of 101 new therapeutic
agents from 2015 to 2017 showed an estimated median cost per molecule of $48 million,
while the estimated per patient cost was $41.413 [35]. On the other side, clinical trials have
the double advantage of allowing an early access to innovative drugs and the acquirement
of high-quality prospective data on safety and efficacy [36]. From the patient’s point of view,
participating in a clinical trial, especially in the early phase, means being followed with
more attention than a patient receiving an already approved therapy in clinical practice [37].
The other side of the coin of these advantages for the enrolled patients are the progressively
stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria intended to select the patients in order to analyze
the nearest-possible ideal population, the travelling costs for patients (due to the frequent
hospital visits), and the frequent need to undergo invasive procedures for study purposes
(e.g., tumor biopsies) [36].

Overall, clinical trials, when available, are a good opportunity for the patients dis-
cussed in MTBs to receive targeted therapy. However, only less than 3% of cancer patients
are actually enrolled in a clinical trial [38]. For patients that are not eligible, other pathways
for accessing experimental or not yet approved drugs have been developed, for example,
the Expanded Access Programs (EAP) or the less bureaucratic pathway created with the
Right-To-Try Act in the United States of America [39]. However, pharmaceutical companies
hold the ultimate decision on the requests of the drug, potentially dramatically impacting
the outcome of the single patient outside clinical trials [39].

Pharmaceutical companies are also deeply involved in academic research, especially
when considering basket or platform studies of precision medicine, as the drugs must be
granted for the trial. It is logical that pharmaceutical companies are more willing to concede
the utilization of molecules that have already demonstrated strongly positive results and
whose development and approval cannot be endangered by the eventually negative results
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of the trial, or on the contrary, molecules that failed in their pivotal trials and can only
benefit by a positive result to be repurposed.

4. Overview of MTB Experiences, Precision Medicine Trials, and Solutions for
Increasing Matched Therapies Access

Based on what has been reported in the previous paragraphs, it is clear that the role of
the MTB is very thorny and the possible solutions to ease the access to targeted drugs for
cancer patients must be developed in the specific regulatory context in which the MTB has to
operate. In general, the methods for increasing the percentage of cancer patients harboring
an actionable molecular target receiving a molecular-matched therapy can be divided into:
(i) screening programs without access to drugs, (ii) platform or umbrella interventional
studies in which patients can receive the drug within the trial, and (iii) strategies aimed
at maximizing the accrual of clinical trials. Table 1 contains an overview of the literature
illustrating the most frequent reasons preventing access to the indicated targeted therapy.

4.1. Institutional MTB Experiences

Here we describe the most important studies reporting MTB experiences. We have
selected articles including at least 100 patients and indicating the modalities through which
patients received the treatment indicated by the MTB. The percentage of patients receiving
matched therapies refers to the patients that received a therapeutical indication or, if not
specified, the number of patients with actionable mutations.

The MTB of the Institut Curie discussed 736 cancer patients from 4 October 2014
to 31 October 2017, among which 442 performed molecular analyses [18]. At least one
actionable alteration was identified in 207 (47%) patients, among which 45 (21%) of them
were included in a clinical trial, while 7 (3%) received the drug as an off-label indication,
while no info was available concerning other treatment access modalities [18]. The most
common reasons for the failed inclusion in clinical trials were patient death (34 patients), a
lack of trials (30 patients), the patient was lost to the follow-up (25 patients), ineligibility
(19 patients), other treatments were made available (19 patients), matched drugs were
already received (7 patients), or patient refusal (5) [18].

The Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center MTB in its starting three years
since October 2013 discussed 155 patients: 132 (85%) had actionable alterations and in
37 (24%) patients off-label therapies were recommended [40]. Twenty-nine (78%) patients
were treated according to the MTB indication, including 13 treated in clinical trials, 11 that
received off-label drugs, and 5 that received FDA approved therapies. A total of 46 patients,
instead, received non-matched therapies, approved or in clinical trials, of which 19 did not
have clinical trials available, 9 showed a worsening performance status (PS) that did not
allow for other treatments, and 19 were lost to follow-up [40].

One-hundred patients with rare or refractory tumors were sequenced in a prospective
trial from April 2013 to December 2013 at the Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey and
discussed at MTB [41]. A total of 87 (87%) patients had actionable alterations, and 31 (36%)
received a matched therapy in a clinical trial, off-label use, or FDA approval [41]. A total of
26 patients did not receive the matched treatment due to the lack of availability of a clinical
trial or access to an FDA-approved drug, 12 had a rapid deterioration of PS, and 8 were
lost to the follow-up [41].

The MTB of the University of Alabama at Birmingham discussed 191 cases, providing
indications of molecular testing for 132 patients: 48 (39%) harbored actionable alterations,
15 (31%) received a targeted treatment, 13 received standard treatment, 10 were referred
to hospice, and 8 had no follow-up data [42]. The necessity for providing an indication
for genomic testing by MTB arose from the unavailability at the institution of the clinical
trials in which patients could perform such analyses and the charges for the hospital and
patients were excessive, so an agreement with an academic collaborator was established for
reimbursing the genomic tests prescribed by MTB [42].
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The Sarah Cannon Research Institute UK/UCL Genomics Review Board reviewed
895 cases of cancer patients that had performed genomic testing [43]. A total of 76 patients
(8.5%) received an approved therapy based on molecular profiling, while 47 (5%) were
enrolled in molecular matched clinical trials, and 8 (1%) received target therapy as compas-
sionate use, but the number of patients with actionable mutations and the reasons for not
receiving matched therapies were not reported [43].

The Antwerp MTB, in Belgium, discussed 173 cases of advanced cancer patients,
indicating for 72 (46%) a targeted therapy: 49 in clinical trials and 23 in expanded access
programs or as off-label studies [6]. Unfortunately, the number of patients receiving the
targeted therapy was not specified, nor were the reasons for not receiving the targeted
treatment [6].

4.2. Precision Medicine Trials—Screening Programs Reporting Drug Access Data

In a pilot study whose results were published in 2010, 86 of the 106 advanced cancer
patients enrolled underwent molecular screening, and actionable molecular alterations were
detected in 98% of them [44]. A total of 66 (78%) patients were treated with commercially
available drugs, which were suggested by the coordinating center to the treating physician,
and 18 of them had a progression-free survival (PFS) of matched therapy/PFS of a previous
line of therapy (PFS2/PFS1) ratio > 1.3 [44]. The two reasons reported by the authors
for not accessing targeted therapy were the worsening of clinical conditions and patient
unwillingness [44].

Mi-ONCOSEQ began its activity in 2011 [45]. The study globally enrolled 1138 pa-
tients, with 1015 having a successful NGS testing, and all the cases were discussed in an
institutional MTB [45]. Among them, 817 (80.5%) harbored an actionable alteration, but
only 132 (16.7% of the 817) started a sequencing-directed therapy, with a clinical benefit
rate (CBR) of 37.1% [45]. A total of 74 patients received the sequencing-directed therapy in
a clinical trial, 43 as an off-label treatment, and 15 as an on-label indication, but the reason
why 83.3% of patients did not obtain the targeted therapy was not reported [45].

Between March 2012 and July 2013, 2601 patients were enrolled in the MD Anderson
Cancer Center Personalized Cancer Therapy Program and performed a genomic profiling
with different small panels, but for 601 patients the analysis failed [46]. A total of 789 pa-
tients had an actionable molecular alteration (39%), among which 83 (11%) were enrolled in
a genotype-matched trial in the institution [46]. The authors then analyzed the 429 patients
with PIK3CA/AKT1/PTEN/BRAF mutations, discovering that 199 were no longer treated in
the institution (17% did not return after testing, 13% were treated near the domicile, 6% had
rapid clinical condition worsening, and 10% for other reasons, usually for disease control),
while 96 patients among the other 230 (42%) received a genotype-matched therapy after
testing (40 as an off-label or clinical practice use) [46].

From March 2012 to July 2014, 1893 patients were enrolled and 1640 tested in Princess
Margaret Cancer Center IMPACT/COMPACT trial [47]. The difficult cases were discussed
in an institutional MTB and 84 patients (5%) were then treated in a genotype-matched
trial [47]. Interestingly, patients who were enrolled in a genotype-matched trial had an
objective response rate of 19% versus 9% of the genotype-unmatched trials, but no differ-
ences were detected in the overall survival (OS) nor in the time on treatment [47]. The
trial investigators tried to increase the accrual in clinical trials via MTB timely discussions,
alerts to physicians containing genotype-matched trial reporting, and individual physician
summaries of the profiling results, but the major issues impeding the enrolment were
mainly geographical accessibility, a lack of trials, and performance status impairment [47].

An MSK-IMPACT analysis of 10,336 advanced cancer patients treated at Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center showed that 3793 (36.7%) of them harbored at least one
actionable molecular alteration [48]. Considering the first 5009 patients tested, 527 (11%)
were enrolled in a molecularly-matched clinical trial in the institution, but the total number
of patients receiving a targeted therapy as off- or on-label indication, nor the ones enrolled in
clinical trials in other institutions, were reported [48]. The authors enumerate geographical
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accessibility, patient preferences, a lack of pertinent clinical trials, and the worsening of
the clinical condition as the most likely reasons for not receiving the targeted therapy [48].
Interestingly, an automated system (DCMS) that sends the results of genomic testing to an
institutional database and signals the eligibility of the patient within a specific trial to the
pertinent physician was developed in the institution [49]. This system standardizes and
systematically allocates patients to clinical trials, maximizing the enrolment [49].

The CoPPO trial was designed in 2013 to assess the utility of comprehensive genomic
profiling to guide the inclusion of cancer patients in phase I trials [50]. A total of 352 patients
of the 500 biopsied cancer patients (70%) harbored an actionable alteration, and 101 (20%)
received the targeted therapy indicated by the institutional MTB [50]. The rapid worsening
of the clinical condition was the most common reason for not receiving the targeted therapy
(151 patients out of the 352 with actionable alterations), while for the other 100 there were
no available matched clinical trials in the institution [50]. A total of 15 patients (15%)
presented CBR from the matched treatment [50].

A clinical trial that aimed to establish the utility of performing whole-exome sequenc-
ing (WES) between 2013 and 2014 included 97 patients with advanced cancer, mainly
prostate and urothelial neoplasms [25]. A total of 91 (94%) patients harbored actionable
mutations and were discussed during a dedicated MTB, but only 5 (5%) obtained the
matched therapy in clinical trials or as off-label use [25].

From April 2014 to October 2015, 168 advanced cancer patients were referred to the
Indiana University Health Precision Genomics Program, where they underwent molecular
screening and were discussed at MTBs [51]. A total of 67 patients were excluded from the
final analysis, primarily (40 patients) because no further therapies were received after the
molecular screening or because they were lost to the follow-up. Among the remaining
101 patients, 44 received a molecular-matched treatment (44%), while the remaining 57 did
not because of lacking actionable alterations, an unspecified inaccessibility to the treatment,
or physician choice [51]. Regarding the efficacy results, 43.2% of patients who received
matched therapy had a PFS ratio of >1.3 compared to 5.3% of patients receiving non-
matched treatment [51].

Another clinical trial conducted at MD Anderson Cancer Center included 500 ad-
vanced cancer patients, and 339 had a successful molecular testing performed [52]. A total
of 315 (93%) of them harbored potentially actionable molecular alterations, and 188 received
a treatment; 122 (36% of the 339) were matched and 66 unmatched, but it was not reported
how the treatments were obtained [52]. Among the 134 patients with a successful genomic
profiling that did not receive a matched therapy, 79 died before having the possibility to
start the treatment, 32 were still on a previous treatment, 8 were lost to follow-up, 4 refused,
and 1 required only a watchful-waiting approach [52]. This trial showed that patients with
higher matching scores were more likely to obtain clinical benefits from the treatment [52].

Similarly, in the MASTER trial, 362 (32%) out of the 1138 patients affected by rare
tumors that received a therapeutical indication during the MTB discussion obtained the
suggested drug [53]. Analogously to the precedents, this trial did not provide for specific
treatment access, so the drugs were obtained within clinical trials, compassionate uses, or
off-label treatments [53].

From April 2013 to December 2015, the multicentric WINTHER trial enrolled 303 ad-
vanced cancer patients, among which 158 (52%) received a therapeutical indication by the
central management committee and 107 (68%) were allocated to the treatment suggested,
not necessarily molecularly matched, according to the molecular profiling obtained, with
DNA sequencing (69 patients, arm A) or RNA expression (38 patients, arm B) [54]. Glob-
ally, 159 drugs were administered, among which 115 were via off-label use, 22 approved
on-label, and 22 were investigational compounds [54]. The main reason for not receiving
the treatment proposed was clinical deterioration or death, while almost half of the patients
did not have an adequate molecular profiling due to inaccessible tumor sites for biopsy,
clinical deterioration, or the tumor sample quality [54]. Of note, adding the transcriptomic
analysis enabled an increase of the percentage of patients treated from 23% to 35%, even if
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the number of patients harboring actionable alterations was not specified [54]. This study
did not meet its primary endpoint of PFS2/PFS1 > 1.5 in at least 50% of patients [54].

The Investigation of the Profile-Related Evidence Determining Individualized Cancer
Therapy (I-PREDICT) trial enrolled 149 patients, who underwent genomic profiling tests
and were discussed in a dedicated MTB, with an indication possibly to combination
therapies targeting a majority of alterations in each patient [55]. A total of 83 (56%) patients
were evaluable for the analysis; while 43 never started a treatment, mainly because of
clinical deterioration or death; 14 were treated for less than 10 days for the same reason;
and 9 were still awaiting the results of the test [55]. A total of 73 (49%) patients out of the
83 treated received a molecular matched treatment, 28 with a matching score > 50% [55].
The remaining 10, despite 9 of them having a potentially actionable molecular profile, did
not receive the matched therapy because of the treating oncologist’s choice (36.4%), patient
preference (36.4%), taking part into another clinical trial (18.2%), or concerns about drug
toxicities (9.1%). A total of 75% of patients with matching score > 50% had a PFS2/PFS1
ratio > 1.3, versus 36.6% where the matching score was <50% [55]. Overall, this trial had
a considerable matching rate of 49%, which was achieved with shrewdness: I) cases of
patients that needed to rapidly start a therapy were discussed in extraordinary MTBs as
soon as the genomic report was available; II) employment of a medication acquisition
specialist and clinical trials coordinator to guarantee timely access to drugs [55]. Targeted
therapies were administered according to insurance coverage for off-label agents and the
availability of clinical trials, as per the United States clinical practice [55].

The TARGET trial enrolled 100 advanced cancer patients, aiming to compare the
reliability of liquid biopsy to tissue sample NGS in guiding the therapeutical choice [56].
All the patients were reviewed in a dedicated MTB, which formulated a therapeutical
indication in 41 (41%) patients with actionable alterations, 11 (27%) received the matched
treatment, 17 a non-matched, and 13 did not have any trial available or deteriorated
rapidly [56]. Interestingly, this study reports that the integration of clinical and genomic
data is one of the major challenges for producing an MTB output useful for the patient, so
the digital tool eTARGET, integrating all the patients’ characteristics, was developed and
guaranteed a rapid and comprehensive evaluation of eligibility for the clinical trials [56].

The GOZILA trial, a Japanese molecular screening program employing circulating
tumor DNA (ctDNA), enrolled 1687 patients affected by gastrointestinal cancer [57]. In-
terestingly, ctDNA genotyping reduced the time necessary to enroll the patient within a
clinical trial (11 vs. 33 days, p < 0.0001) and increased the percentage of enrolled patients
(9.5% vs. 4.1%, p < 0.0001), when compared to tissue genomic profiling [57].

Considering breast cancer, AURORA was a molecular screening initiative that aimed
to characterize the molecular features and differences between primary and metastatic
cancer sites in the same patient [58]. A total of 51% of the patients harbored an ESCAT tier I
or II alteration (36% excluding ERBB2 alterations), but only 7% received a genomic-matched
therapy [58].

4.3. Precision Medicine Trials—Basket and Platform Trials

The inclusion of MTBs in the precision medicine platform trials is an interesting solu-
tion to guaranteeing access to targeted therapies. For example, SHIVA was a prospective
platform trial that started in 2012 and included patients with multiple advanced solid
tumors [19]. Patients performed a large-scale molecular testing and received one of the
eleven targeted therapies if an alteration in the hormone receptor, PI3K/AKT/mTOR or
RAF/MEK pathways was detected [19]. Despite the multiple criticalities [20], the small
number of targeted therapies available, and the negative results, a remarkable fact from the
data is that 40% of the included patients received the molecular-matched therapy [19].

The MOSCATO trial started enrolment in 2011 and each patient underwent a high-
throughput molecular screening [59]. A total of 411 patients out of the 843 with a successful
NGS analysis (49%) had an actionable molecular alteration, while 199 (24%) received a
targeted therapy according to the indications of a study-dedicated MTB [59]. The most
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frequent reason for not receiving the targeted therapy was a rapid clinical deterioration
(64 patients), then inclusion in another trial (45 patients), and exclusion criteria (21 pa-
tients) [59]. The primary endpoint of the trial, the PFS2/PFS1 ratio, was met, as 33% of
patients had PFS2/PFS1 > 1.3 [59].

In 2015, the NCI-MATCH platform trial started its activity, allocating patients in
24 subprotocols with 17 different targeted therapies according to the eventual molecular
alteration identified in the screening phase [60]. The trial started with a disappointing
assignment rate to the initial 10 subprotocols of 5.1%, but it increased to 25.3% when all the
24 subprotocols were active [60]. The trial did not assign to treatment patients for whose
molecular alterations approved drugs were available, so it is difficult to calculate the real
percentage of patients who received a targeted therapy [60].

The ProfiLER trial enrolled 2579 advanced cancer patients, among which 1980 obtained
a conclusive molecular profiling and 1032 (52%) had actionable alterations. Of them,
699 (68%) received molecular-matched therapy recommendation by the MTB. However,
only 163 (23%) actually received the suggested regimen, with 28% of drugs delivered by
off-label use [61]. The primary reasons for the low adherence to MTB recommendation
were drug or clinical trial unavailability and early death, but an accurate account was not
conducted [61]. The authors believe that the long timeframe (86 days) for the genomic
testing results is at least partially responsible for these results [61]. An update of this trial
regarding only gynecological cancer was also published and showed similar data (42% of
actionable mutations and 12% received a matched therapy) [62].

The Biscay platform trial screened 391 patients affected by urothelial cancer to iden-
tify alterations in the FGFR or mTOR/PI3K pathways or HRD in order to administrate
durvalumab in combination with FGFR inhibitors, mTOR inhibitors, or PARP inhibitors,
respectively [63]. Even if combination therapy did not show an increase in progression-free
survival (PFS) over durvalumab and AZD4547 monotherapy, 135 patients (34%) were
allocated to the treatment [63].

MyPathway is an ongoing phase IIa open-label multiple basket trial which employs
Trastuzumab, Pertuzumab, Erlotinib, Vemurafenib, Cobimetinib, Vismodegib, Alectinib,
and Atezolizumab in advanced cancer patients harboring alterations in ERBB2, EGFR,
BRAF, Hedgehog, ALK pathways, or high TMB [64]. We report it for completeness reasons,
but this study does not perform a molecular screening, so alterations must already beknown
before the enrolment and all the patients whose alterations are centrally confirmed start
the treatment; therefore, an MTB discussion has not been held [64]. The results of different
cohorts have been published, but their reporting is out the scope of this review [64–68].

Analogously to MyPathway, the large ongoing Targeted Agent and Profiling Utiliza-
tion Registry (TAPUR) study aims to find signals of efficacy of the commercially available
targeted therapies in patients affected by advanced cancer with already known potentially
actionable mutations [69]. The results of several cohorts have been already reported [70–73].

On the other hand, the VIKTORY umbrella trial enrolled 772 advanced gastric cancer
patients, and 105 out of the 715 (20.6%) that had a successful targeted sequencing received
a molecular matched therapy [74].

Recently, the results of the K-MASTER protocol, a pan-cancer precision medicine
Korean program, were published [75]. The protocol included 4028 East Asian patients with
advanced solid tumors that underwent NGS analysis through one of three oncology-based
sequencing panels [75]. Based on the detected molecular alterations, 440 (10% of the total
screened) patients have been enrolled so far in 20 different clinical trials, but the complete
results are still being awaited [75].

The Drug Rediscovery Protocol (DRUP), developed in the Netherlands, is one of the
most important programs addressing the issue of accessing the targeted therapy beyond
their approved indications by FDA and EMA [76]. The program, still ongoing, recruits
advanced cancer patients with no approved treatment options who underwent molecular
tumor profiling that showed actionable molecular alterations [76]. A centralized MTB
supports the therapeutical indication. The receipt of the targeted therapies in this trial
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eases the access to the drugs, overcoming reimbursement issues and allowing for data
collection, thereby generating knowledge to guide future MTB indications [76]. In fact,
these therapies could have been received only under off-label indications outside of the trial,
so the development of a personalized reimbursement scheme is of absolute relevance in
DRUP protocol: the first stage of each cohort enrolls 8 patients and if at least 1 experiences
clinical benefits, the cohort proceeds to stage II, which includes 16 patients with a clinical
benefit-rate cutoff of 5 patients for accessing stage III [77]. In the first two stages, the
drug is considered an investigational product and is provided for free by pharmaceutical
companies, as for the first 16 weeks of each patient in stage III [77]. After 16 weeks, if a
clinical benefit is obtained and the effectiveness is proven for the single patient, the drug
is reimbursed by the payers as an approved drug [77]. This model enables the sharing of
risks and costs between the drug manufacturers and the National Health Care Institute [77].
Interestingly, a recent paper reported the result of the rare tumors included in the study,
also updating the total number of patients enrolled [78]. Globally, 500 out of the 1065 (44%)
cancer patients submitted to be evaluated for a targeted treatment in the trial received the
proposed therapy, with 33% of CBR [78].

In the last few years, liquid biopsy has expanded its applications, due to the easier
sample collection and the capability of capturing a more comprehensive portrait of all
the metastatic sites, thus mitigating the impact of tumor heterogeneity on the results [79].
The PlasmaMATCH platform trial allocated breast cancer patients in four different cohorts
according to ESR1, ERBB2, AKT1, and PTEN mutations and estrogen-receptor status [80]. A
total of 131 (12%) patients received a molecular matched treatment out of the 1051 patients
enrolled [80]. Of course, the single histology and the small number of targets included in
the study cannot allow one to draw conclusions about the goodness of this approach in the
context of applying the indication of the MTBs [80].

Table 1. Overview of the literature illustrating the most frequent reasons preventing access to the
targeted therapies indicated by MTBs. NA: Not Available; TT: targeted therapy.

Institution or
Trial Name Type Study

Period

Total Number
of Patients

(Actionable
Alterations)

Patients Who
Received
Targeted
Therapy

Reported Issues in
Applying MTB

Indications

Proposed
Solutions

Institut Curie [18] Retrospective—MTB
experience 2014–2017 736 (207) 52

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

lack of clinical trials;
patient’s refusal

-

Sidney Kimmel
CCC [40]

Retrospective—MTB
experience 2013–2016 155 (132) 29

Lack of clinical
trials; deterioration

of clinical
conditions

-

Rutgers Cancer
Institute [41]

Prospective—MTB
experience 2013 100 (87) 31

Lack of clinical
trials; Deterioration

of clinical
conditions

-

Alabama
University

Birmingham [42]

Retrospective—MTB
experience 2013–2016 191 (48) 15

Standard treatment
preferred;

deterioration of
clinical conditions

Agreement for the
reimbursement of
genomic testing

prescribed by MTB

Sarah Cannon
Research

Institute [43]

Prospective—MTB
experience 2014–2018 895 (NA) 76 NA -

Antwerp
University

Hospital [6]

Retrospective—MTB
experience 2013–2017 173 (72) NA NA -
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Table 1. Cont.

Institution or
Trial Name Type Study

Period

Total Number
of Patients

(Actionable
Alterations)

Patients Who
Received
Targeted
Therapy

Reported Issues in
Applying MTB

Indications

Proposed
Solutions

SCRI-CA-001
(NCT00530192)

[44]

Prospective
-molecular screening 2006–2009 106 (85) 66

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

patient’s refusal
-

Mi-ONCOSEQ
[45]

Prospective
-molecular screening 2011 1138 (817) 132 NA -

MD Anderson
Cancer Center
Personalized

Cancer Therapy
Program [46]

Prospective
-molecular screening 2012–2013 2000 (789)

123 (83 + 40
reported in the

article)

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

geographical
accessibility;

patient’s refusal; no
need for

another treatment

-

Princess Margaret
Cancer Center IM-
PACT/COMPACT

[47]

Prospective
-molecular screening 2012–2014 1893 (NA) 84

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

geographical
accessibility;

Lack of
Clinical trials

MTB timely
discussions;

alerts containing
genotype-matched
trials; individual

summaries of
profiling results

Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer

Center [48]

Prospective
-molecular screening 2014–2016 5009 (1838—

derived)
527 (only clinical
trials in MSKCC)

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

geographical
accessibility;
Clinical trials

lacking; patient’s
refusal

Automated system
(DCMS) sending

the results of
genomic testing to

an institutional
database and
signaling the

eligibility of the
patient to the

pertinent physician

CoPPO [50] Prospective
-molecular screening 2013–2017 500 (352) 101

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

Clinical trials
lacking

-

Western Regional
Medical

Center [25]

Prospective
-molecular screening 2013–2014 97 (91) 5 NA -

Indiana
University Health

Precision
Genomics

Program [51]

Prospective
-molecular screening 2014–2015 168 (NA) 44

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;
inaccessibility to

treatment
(unspecified);

physician choice

-

MD Anderson
Cancer

Center [52]

Prospective
-molecular screening

2012—
unspecified

500
(315—derived) 122

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

no need for another
treatment; patient’s

refusal

-

MASTER [53] Prospective
-molecular screening 2012–2018 (1138) 362 NA -

WINTHER [54] Prospective
-molecular screening 2013–2015 303 (NA)

107 (treated
patients, not

specified how
many TT)

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;

no need for
another treatment;
patient’s refusal

Transcriptomic
analysis increased
the percentage of
treated patients

from 23% to 35%
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Table 1. Cont.

Institution or
Trial Name Type Study

Period

Total Number
of Patients

(Actionable
Alterations)

Patients Who
Received
Targeted
Therapy

Reported Issues in
Applying MTB

Indications

Proposed
Solutions

I-PREDICT [55] Prospective
-molecular screening

2015—
Unspecified 149 (83) 73

Physician
choice;Patient’s

refusal; drug
toxicity concern.

Timely MTB
discussion;

employment of a
medication
acquisition

specialist and
clinical trials
coordinator;

Indication possibly
to combination

therapies targeting
a majority of
alterations in
each patient

TARGET [56] Prospective
-molecular screening

2015—
Unspecified 100 (41) 11

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;
physician choice;

lack of clinical trials

Digital tool
eTARGET

integrating clinical
and genomic data

GOZILA [57] Prospective
-molecular screening NA 1687 (632) 60 NA

Liquid biopsy
to shorten

analysis time

SHIVA [19] Prospective—
platform 2012–2014 741 (293)

99 (randomized:
96 in

control group)

Randomization
criteria not met;
Deterioration of

clinical conditions;
patient’s refusal.

-

MOSCATO [59] Prospective—
platform 2011–2016 1035 (411) 199

Deterioration of
clinical conditions;
physician choice;

lack of clinical trials;
patient’s refusal.

-

NCI-MATCH [60] Prospective—
platform

2015
(before
interim

analysis)

795 (56) 33 (only within
the trial) NA

NCI-designed
computational

platform
(MATCHBOX)

ProfiLER [62] Prospective—
platform 2013–2017 2579 (699) 163

Deterioration of
clinical conditions
(long turnaround

time); inaccessibility
to treatment

(unspecified): no
accurate accounting
for reasons for not
initiating TT was

carried out

-

K-MASTER [75] Prospective—
platform

2017—
ongoing

4028 (1156—
derived) 440 NA

Dynamic precision
oncology clinical

trials design

DRUP [78] Prospective—drug
access program

2016—
ongoing 1065 (NA) 500 NA

Personalized
reimbursement

model

5. Discussion and Recommendations

Overall, our overview of MTB experiences highlights the difficulty of estimating how
many cancer patients really receive the proposed targeted therapy and the proportion of
patients actually benefitting from performing an MTB-driven therapeutic indication. The
main reason is the lack of structured, centralized, and homogeneous data collection generat-
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ing real world data, that is also necessary to define, outside the well-established indications,
which alterations are really actionable in order to learn from the prior clinical experiences.

Furthermore, the dramatic heterogeneity of actionable alteration detection among
precision medicine studies relies on numerous factors, such as the genomic test performed,
the number of genes contained in the panel, the sample quality, the interpretation of
the detected variants according to the available evidence, the eventual co-occurrence of
resistance mutations, and the drugs available. With this in mind, we strongly encourage the
development of a structured report in which the alteration–drug matching is explicated with
the associated evidence level to allow for a comparison between different studies. A huge
effort is being conducted by oncological institutions such as ESMO to create frameworks
such as ESCAT and MCBS in order to help clinicians to homogeneously interpretate
clinical trial and genomic test results, and they should be transversely implemented [14,81].
Moreover, it would be useful to track the indications formulated in each MTB to assess
their concordance and consistency across different institutions to compare the performance
of each approach.

Globally, the main issues in applying MTB indications highlighted by the authors in
the majority of the studies are recurrent and attributable to:

• A long timeframe for genomic testing and/or the MTB output, which increases the
risk of clinical deterioration of patients. Henceforth, it is necessary to minimize
the turnaround time from the test prescription and the treatment start. Moreover,
many authors call for performing these analyses earlier in the patient’s disease course.
Nevertheless, the introduction of new technologies in clinical practice, such as liquid
biopsy, is facilitating the application of MTB indications. Molecular profiling studies
employing this technique (e.g., TARGET, GOZILA) have shown increased percentages
of patients receiving targeted therapies and enrolled in clinical trials [56,57]. In fact,
the improved manageability and the reduced time for the test results, along with
the possibility to have the test performed even without tumor tissue available, could
help to rapidly administrate the targeted therapy while avoiding clinical condition
deterioration or the necessity of starting another treatment in the meantime.

• Drug accessibility, also in the frame of a clinical trial, a lack of clinical trials, geograph-
ical accessibility, or incorrect matching evaluating all the patient features. Of note,
MTBs are often more inclined to refer patients to clinical trials in their own institution,
even if not providing a matched therapy, rather than suggesting patients to move to
other hospitals. Many digital tools have been developed to ease clinical trial access,
indicating the most pertinent trials to each patient according to its clinical and genomic
profiles. For instance, MatchMiner is an open-source software used at the Dana Farber
Cancer Institute since 2017, and with October 2020 it has allowed for the enrolment of
more than 118 cancer patients in a genomic-matched clinical trial [82]. MolecularMatch
is another tool capable of matching patients’ characteristics with clinical trials and
precision medicine indications, relying on a self-learning software [83]. Nevertheless,
these systems can help, but not replace, the nowadays necessary systematic matching
of patients performing genomic tests to clinical trials, and efficacious strategies should
be developed to also guarantee access to studies for patients living in rural areas, as
Canada is trying to institute with decentralized clinical trials [84].

The off-label use of drugs also represents a major problem and depends on the health
system in which the MTB operates. In fact, in the USA it is easier to access off-label
treatment and about 30% of prescriptions are ascribed to use this modality, while in Europe
it is more difficult, and ad hoc clinical trials such as DRUP have been designed to address
this issue [85]. A closer collaboration between Pharmaceutical Companies and National
Healthcare Institutes has been demonstrated to be possible in The Netherlands and should
be pursued also in other countries. The employment in MTBs of personnel dedicated
to easing the access to drugs is another noticeable option successfully carried out in the
I-PREDICT trial [55].
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Figure 1 exemplifies the most frequent issues that impede the administration of the
therapies proposed during MTBs and the solutions that have been developed.
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6. Conclusions

The heterogeneity in reporting MTB results complicates trials’ comparisons. Hence,
extensive efforts are required to standardize the interpretation of molecular alterations
in terms of actionability, therapeutic indications, and the outcome data to be included in
publications. Drug accessibility remains the most common reason impeding the reception
of a molecular matched treatment, followed by worsening patient clinical conditions.
An increased and systematic utilization of digital tools based on artificial intelligence is
expected to help MTBs and clinicians to overcome these issues and to guarantee the most
up-to-date treatment opportunities for cancer patients.
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